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Kapitel 1

Wrong about 
Photons

When you switch on a light source 
it does not spit out photons....



Kapitel 2

Waves

When the torch is on, it creates 
light waves rather than photons...



Kapitel 3

Where is it?

A photon can 
pop up 
anywhere in 
the light waves 
path (gray) as 
long as....



Kapitel 4

Photon 
”creators”

Let’s place som obstacles in 
the path of the light waves...



Kapitel 5

Photon Birth

As the torch is switched on 
the light waves hits an 
obstacle such as a sensor, 
brick och your eye. This is 
the moment when photons 
are first created  as the wave 
energy converts to a particle 
(yellow).



Kapitel 6

Uncertainty

Quantum mechanics Uncertainty 
Principle states that we can newer 
determine position and speed of a 
photon simultaneously.



Kapitel 7

Where and 
how fast?

Photons can appear 
anywhere in the path 
of light waves but they 
are not here yet, to be 
find and measured.

Light waves 
propagate at different 
speeds in different 
media and at 
maximum speed in 
vacuum which can 
easily be measured.



Kapitel 8

Target

Placing a target will let us know 
where the photon is, although it 
was our action, telling the light 
waves where to ”spit out” a 
photon. The observer influences 
the result.



Kapitel 9

Decision just 
by looking

This means that we can be certain where the 
photon will be as WE DECIDE where to look.



Kapitel 10

Multiple 
Positions

Uncertainty Principle 
also claims that a 
photon can be present 
at several places in the 
space at the same time.

Although the light waves 
can create photons 
anytime and anywhere 
they propagate, they will 
not do it without hitting 
any kind of object, such 
as a gass molecule or a 
sensor (green).



Kapitel 11

Photon 
Identity

Now the picture shows two places with a 
photon each (yellow). Although both 
photons ride the same light wave they are 
not identical.

They might be ”genetical twins with 
common mother wave”, but if we remove 
one of the plates (black) then one of the 
brothers disappears.



Kapitel 12

Entanglement

To get two photons entangled, which 
means related and acting 
simultaneously regardless distance, 
scientists use a special splitter 
device (grey).

Now both twins act synchronised 
and communicate faster than speed 
of light. How is this possible?



Kapitel 13

Limitless 
Speed?

As the waves propagate 
through Spacetime, their 
speed is limited to around 
300 000 km/sec in vacuum, 
which is the maximum 
anything can move. 
Anything but the 
SpaceTime, which can and 
has expanded faster shortly 
after Big-Bang. However, 
perpendicularly to the weave 
propagation direction, we 
”surf on or inside” the wave, 
which seems to be a part of 
spacetime or, if you prefer 
so, acting a worm-hole.



Kapitel 14

Light 
Wormhole

If you measure, interact or 
simply hit one of the 
entangled photons, the 
other will immediately 
know and respond it. 

Rarther than spooky, 
Nature is Magic.


